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A Survey on Hallucination in Large 
Language Models: Principles, Taxonomy, 

Challenges, and Open Questions



Structure

● Brief introduction to LLM Hallucinations
● Definitions and Taxonomy
● Origins & Types of Hallucinations
● Detection and Mitigation Strategies
● Techniques and Evaluation Benchmarks
● Challenges and Future Directions



Hallucination?

● Nonsensical (logical coherence)
● Unfaithful to source content.

○ Intrinsic hallucination
○ Extrinsic hallucination

Broader Versatility

Applicability and Adaptability



Hallucination Types
● Factuality Hallucination: inconsistent with real-world facts or 

potentially misleading
○ Factual Inconsistency: facts relate to real-world information, but has 

contradictions
○ Factual Fabrication: unverifiable against established real-world 

knowledge
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Hallucination Types

● Faithfulness Hallucination: inconsistency with user provided 
instructions and contextual information
○ Instruction inconsistency: deviate from a user’s instructions
○ Context inconsistency: unfaithful with the provided contextual 

information
○ Logical inconsistency: exhibit internal logical contradictions
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Refined Taxonomy

Factuality hallucination & Faithfulness hallucination



Hallucination Causes

● Data
● Training
● Inference
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Hallucination from Data

● Misinformation and Biases
○ Imitative Falsehoods: trained on factual incorrect data
○ Duplication Bias: over-prioritize the recall of duplicated data
○ Social Biases: Gender, Race 
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Hallucination from Data

● Knowledge Boundary
○ Domain Knowledge Deficiency: Lack of proprietary data lead 

to less expertise
○ Outdated Factual Knowledge
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Hallucination from Data

● Inferior Data Utilization
○ Knowledge Shortcut: overly rely on co-occurrence statistics, relevant 

document count
○ Knowledge Recall Failures

■ Long-tail Knowledge: rare, specialized, or highly specific information 
not widely known or discussed.

■ Complex Scenario: multi-hop reasoning and logical deduction
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Hallucination from Pre-training

● Architecture Flaw
○ Inadequate Unidirectional Representation: predict the subsequent 

token based solely on preceding tokens in a left-to-right manner
○ Attention Glitches: limitations of soft attention 

■ attention diluted across positions as sequence length increases
● Exposure Bias: teacher forcing



Hallucination from Alignment

● Capability Misalignment: mismatch between LLMs' pre-
trained capabilities and the expectations from fine-tuning data

● Belief Misalignment: prioritize appeasing perceived user 
preferences over truthfulness



Hallucination from Inference

● Inherent Sampling Randomness
○ Stochastic Sampling: controlled randomness enhance creativity and 

diversity
○ likelihood trap: high-probability, low-quality text

● Imperfect Decoding Representation
○ Insufficient Context Attention: prioritize recent or nearby words in 

attention (Over-Confidence Issue)
○ Softmax Bottleneck: inability manage multi-modal distributions, 

irrelevant or inaccurate content
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Hallucination Detection and Benchmarks

1. Factuality Hallucination 
Detection

● A. Retrieve External Facts: 
comparing the modelgenerated 
content against reliable 
knowledge sources.

● B. Uncertainty Estimation
LLM Internal States
LLM Behavior
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Hallucination Detection and Benchmarks

1. Factuality Hallucination Detection
B. Uncertainty Estimation

Premise: the origin of LLM hallucinations is inherently tied to the model’s 
uncertainty.

B.1 LLM Internal States: operates under the assumption that one can 
access the model’s internal states

B.2 LLM Behavior: leveraging solely the model’s observable 
behaviors to infer its underlying uncertainty
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Hallucination Detection and Benchmarks
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Hallucination Detection and Benchmarks

2. Faithfulness Hallucination Detection
Focuses on ensuring the alignment of the generated content with the given context, 
sidestepping the potential pitfalls of extraneous or contradictory output.

● Fact-based Metrics: assesses faithfulness by measuring the overlap of facts between the 
generated content and the source content

● Classifier-based Metrics: utilizing trained classifiers to distinguish the level of entailment 
between the generated content and the source content

● Question-Answering based Metrics: employing question-answering systems to validate the 
consistency of information between the source content and the generated content

● Uncertainty Estimation: assesses faithfulness by measuring the model’s confidence in its 
generated outputs

● Prompting-based Metrics: induced to serve as evaluators, assessing the faithfulness of 
generated content through specific prompting strategies.
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Hallucination Detection and Benchmarks
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Hallucination Detection and Benchmarks

3. Benchmarks
● Hallucination Evaluation Benchmarks

Assess LLMs’ proclivity to produce hallucinations, with a particular   emphasis 
on identifying factual inaccuracies and measuring deviations from original 
contexts

● Hallucination Detection Benchmarks
Evaluate the performance of existing hallucination detection methods.

Primarily concentrated on taskspecific hallucinations, such as abstractive   
summarization, data-to-tex, and machine translation.
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4. Mitigating Data-related Hallucinations
● Mitigating Misinformation and Biases: 

Factuality Data Enhancement: Gathering high-quality data, Up-sampling factual 
data during the pre-training
Duplication Bias: Exact Duplicates, Near-Duplicates
Societal Biases: Focusing on curated, diverse, balanced, and representative training 
corpora

● Mitigating Knowledge Boundary:
Knowledge Editing: Modifying Model Parameter(Locate-then-edit methods, Meta-
learning methods), Preserving Model Parameters 
Retrieval Augmentation: One-time Retrieval, Iterative Retrieval, Post-hoc Retrieval

● Mitigating Knowledge Shortcut：
Fine-tuning on a debiased dataset by excluding biased samples

● Mitigating Knowledge Recall Failures:
Adding relevant information to questions to aid recall, Encourages LLMs to reason 
through steps to improve recall
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Mitigating Data-related Hallucinations
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Mitigating Inference-related Hallucination
Factuality Enhanced Decoding

● On Standalone Decoding:
● Factual-Nucleus Sampling: Adjusts nucleus probability dynamically for a balance between factual accuracy and 

output diversity.
● Inference-Time Intervention (ITI): Utilizes activation space directionality for factually correct statements, steering 

LLMs towards accuracy during inference.
● Post-editing Decoding:

● Chain-of-Verification (COVE): Employs self-correction capabilities to refine generated content through a 
systematic verification and revision process

Faithfulness Enhanced Decoding
● Context Consistency:

● Context-Aware Decoding (CAD): Adjusting output distribution to enhance focus on contextual information, 
balancing between diversity and attribution

● Logical Consistency:
● Knowledge Distillation and Contrastive Decoding: Generating consistent rationale and fine-tuning with 

counterfactual reasoning to eliminate reasoning shortcuts, ensuring logical progression in multi-step reasoning
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Challenges and Open Questions

Challenges in LLM Hallucination
● Hallucination in Long-form Text Generation

Absence of manually annotated hallucination benchmarks in the domain of long-form 
text generation

● Hallucination in Retrieval Augmented Generation
Irrelevant evidence can be propagated into the generation phase, possibly tainting 
the output

● Hallucination in Large Vision-Language Models
LVLMs sometimes mix or miss parts of the visual context, as well as fail to 
understand temporal or logical connections between them
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Challenges and Open Questions

Open Questions in LLM Hallucination
● Can Self-Correct Mechanisms Help in Mitigating Reasoning Hallucinations?

Occasionally exhibit unfaithful reasoning characterized by inconsistencies within the 
reasoning steps or conclusions that do not logically follow the reasoning chain.

● Can We Accurately Capture LLM Knowledge Boundaries?
LLMs still face challenges in recognizing their own knowledge boundaries. This 
shortfall leads to the occurrence of hallucinations, where LLMs confidently produce 
falsehoods without an awareness of their own knowledge limits.

● How Can We Strike a Balance between Creativity and Factuality?
hallucinations can sometimes offer valuable perspectives, particularly in creative 
endeavors such as storytelling, brainstorming, and generating solutions that 
transcend conventional thinking.



LMs as Factual Reasoners:
Insights from Existing 

Benchmarks and Beyond
Shihe Wang(qvw9pv), Parker Hutchinson (pch6am)
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Hallucination Detection and Benchmarks

This paper



Background

LLMs are used to produce automatic summarization for work meetings, health 
records, or even scientific documents. 
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It is important to limit the reach of factually 
inconsistent summaries. 

One line of research is to use LLMs as 
factuality evaluators.  



Issues with Using LLMs as Factual Reasoners

The accuracy-only results from consistency benchmarks are not reliable. 

1. Not all LLMs can generate explanations that pinpoint factual inaccuracies. 
(“Cheated” binary prediction)

2. A significant number of mislabeled samples (7+%) of factual inconsistencies 
undetected by annotators in the benchmarks themselves.
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Contributions of the Paper

A protocol designed to create challenging benchmarks while 
ensuring the reproducibility of the labels.

– By verifying a small set of seed summaries and generating 
numerous edited versions of these summaries.

The SUMMEDITS benchmark by implementing the protocol in ten 
diverse textual domains, including the legal, dialogue, academic, 
financial, and sales domains.

The protocol can be applied to other benchmarks for other 
domains with low cost;

The code, the protocol and the dataset are all public.
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Find LLMs with the Potential to be Factual Reasonsers

To find the LLMs that might be suitable for the tasks, the authors tested the 
different LLMs on FactCC.

FactCC is based on XSum news summarization dataset.
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More on FactCC
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Prompts

Unlock the abilities of LLMs

1. Zero-Shot Prompts: a short task description and the input data 
2. Few-Shot Prompts: a task description and one or more demonstrations of the 

task.
3. Chain-of-Thought Prompts: a task description and input data and are asked to 

generate a series of intermediate reasoning steps.
4. Generate-with-Evidence Prompts: a task description and input data and are 

asked to answer the task, and then generate evidence for the chosen answer.
5. Persona-based Prompts: assigned a role, or "persona", and next prompted to 

complete a given task. (Journalist)
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Models

Non-LLM(baselines): NLI-based (natural language inference) approaches, DAE 
and SummaC, and a QA-based method QAFactEval.

Foundation Models: pre-trained but not fine-tuned. Meta’s LLaMa-13b , and 
OpenAI’s Ada001, Babbage001, Curie001, and DaVinci-001.

Instruction-tuned LLMs: tuned on instruction-following data. Databrick’s Dolly, 
Stanford’s Alpaca , Anthropic’s Claude V1.3, Cohere’s Command-XL, Google’s 
PaLM2-bison, and OpenAI’s DaVinci-002, and DaVinci-003 models.

Chat-based LLMs: tuned on conversational and instruction-following datasets. 
Google’s Bard, Mosaic’s MPT-7b-chat , Vicuna-13b, and OpenAI’s GPT3.5-turbo 
(ChatGPT), and GPT-4.
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Experiment Setup

150 samples to conduct experiments, by including 25 examples for each of the 5 
error types in the dataset, i.e. date-, entity- , negation-, number-, and pronoun-
related errors, and 25 factually correct samples.
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Inconsistency Detection

Binary classification test:

non-LLM outperform LLM

Few-shot will improve performance comparing 
to zero-shot (not GPT4 and PaLM2)

Generate-with-Evidence outperforms Chain-of-
Thought

Persona-based improves GPT3.5-turbo 
performance 
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Inconsistency Detection

Test on each error type, averaging the accuracy 
score across all prompts for LLM models.

Accuracy mostly > 80% in classifying positive 
(factually correct) examples.

However, lower than random chance when detecting 
factual inconsistencies. (Especially pronoun swap)
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Factual Reasoning
Manual analysis of responses generated by 
LLMs that are classified as inconsistent.

Binary accuracy != Accurate explanations.

Different responses to questions that are 
challenging. 

a. Not providing explanations
b. Unrelated explanations
c. Plausible but wrong explanations
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Fine-grained Inconsistency Detection

Prompt the models to evaluate each (document, sentence) pair with respect to 
individual error types and ignoring other types of errors.

Low precision but high recall score, not able to distinguish error types.
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Limits of Crowd-Based Benchmark

Analyze existing benchmarks: AggreFact and DialSumEval.

Filter out all models that did not achieve a balanced accuracy above 60% on 
FactCC.

Use single Zero-Shot (ZS) prompt for all LLM models
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AggreFact

A factual consistency benchmark focused on 
the news domain.

● LLMs perform close to specialized models 
but all <80%

● After manually examine the responses of 
GPT4… minimum of 6% of the samples in 
AggreFact are mislabeled.

Low reliability of crowd-sourced work
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DialSummEval

The domain of dialogue summarization.

Each (dialogue, summary) tuple is evaluated by three 
annotators on a Likert score (1-5).

Test on correlation between model predictions and the 
average annotator score.

Models perform well on non-borderline cases.

A continuous scale limits the quality and 
interpretability of the benchmark. Instead, Factual 
consistency benchmarks as a detection task, if detect 
inconsistency then negative.  55
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SummEdits Benchmark
Parker Hutchinson



Design Principles

P1: Binary Classification Task: summary is either consistent or inconsistent

P2: Focus on Factual Consistency: summary is flawless on attributes unrelated to 
consistency

P3: Reproducibility: labels should be independent of annotator

P4: Benchmark Diversity: inconsistencies should represent a wide range of errors 
in real textual domains
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SummEdits Creation Protocol

3 key steps:

1. Seed summary verification: seed summary generated for each document in 
a small collection

○ Annotator must determine that summary is flawless and factually consistent for the (document, 
seed summary) tuple to proceed to step 2

2. Generation of edits: minor edits are made to the summary (manually or by 
LLM)

3. Annotation of edited summaries: annotator from step 1 reviews each edited 
summary and assigns a label of consistent, inconsistent, or borderline
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SummEdits Creation Protocol: Additional Details

● The same annotator who performs step 1 (read document and seed summary) 
should perform step 3 (label edited summaries)

○ Minimizes cost, since the annotator already invested the time to read the (document, seed summary) 
pair

● Use a large (ex. 30) number of edits for the edit summaries
○ Maximizes edit diversity
○ Encourages annotator to apply ‘borderline’ label if unsure, maximizing reproducibility

● ChatGPT (gpt 3.5-turbo) used to generate seed summaries and edited summaries
○ Other LLMs were incapable of generating them
○ Future research could use a variety of models to generate summaries

● Takeaway: protocol only requires a small number of documents and seed 
summaries because of the many edited summaries generated
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SummEdits Creation Protocol: Domains

● News: Articles and summaries from Google News top events from February 2023
● Podcasts: 40 transcripts from Spotify dataset, automatic summaries
● BillSum: 40 US bills and their summaries
● SamSum: 40 dialogues and their summaries from a dialogue summarization 

dataset
● Shakespeare: 40 scenes, automatic summaries
● SciTLDR: 40 research paper abstracts and their summaries
● QMSum: 40 documents and summaries from query-based meeting 

summarization dataset
● ECTSum: 40 documents from financial earnings call dataset, automatic 

summaries
● Sales Call & Email: 40 fictional sales calls & emails generated along with 
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SummEdits Statistics

● At least 20% of each domain’s samples were annotated by multiple 
annotators

● Cohen’s Kappa varied between 0.72-0.90 for the domains when considering 
the three labels, averaging 0.82

○ After removing ‘borderline’ samples, average Kappa rose to 0.92 -> high agreement
● Total cost: $3,000 for 150 hours of annotator work

○ Average domain cost is $300
● Using processes of other benchmarks would have had a 20x increase in cost

○ If each sample required 30 min of annotator time, as in the FRANK benchmark
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SummEdits Protocol: Visualization
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SummEdits Results

● Low performance overall - only GPT-4 comes within 10% of human 
performance

● Only 4 LLMs outperform non-LLM QAFactEval - most LLMs are not capable 
of reasoning about the consistency of facts out-of-the-box

● Specialized models performed best on News, probably because it was similar 
to their training data

● BillSum and Shakespeare are particularly challenging
● Oracle test: model is given document, seed, and edited summary

○ Large boost in performance, within 2% of human performance
○ Shows that high performance is indeed attainable
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SummEdits Edit Types

1. Entity modification
2. Antonym Swap
3. Hallucinated Fact Insertion
4. Negation Insertion
- SummEdits distribution: 78% of inconsistent summaries contain entity 

modification, 48% antonym swap, 22% hallucinated fact insertion, 18% 
negation insertion

- Distribution influenced by the LLM used to produce the edits
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Discussion

● Why not fix existing benchmarks?
○ Would require re-annotating a large portion of the dataset, with no guarantee that there would 

be an improvement
● Effect of LLM in benchmark creation: could favor LLMs most similar to the 

one used for summary generation
● Evaluation of underlying summarizers
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Conclusion

● Simplified annotation process for improved reproducibility
● SummEdits benchmark created which spans 10 domains

○ Highly reproducible and more cost-effective than previous benchmarks
○ Challenging for most current LLMs
○ Valuable tool for evaluating LLMs’ ability to reason about facts and detect factual errors

● Authors encourage LLM developers to report their performance on the 
benchmark
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More: 
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